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1 Introduction

1A. Problem

In today’s world, there is no end-to-end maintenance system for kitchen ingredients. It's hard to
keep track of ingredients in our kitchen, their availability, and gauge when a necessary grocery
run is required. Even though online grocery shopping has gotten very popular, consumers still
frequently go to physical grocery stores. The primary grocery shopper in U.S. households made
an average of 1.6 shopping trips per week in 2022 [14]. This implies that many consumers
usually forget to buy ingredients they need and are forced to go back to the store. The Kitchen
Dry Ingredient Tracker is designed to optimize these grocery trips by cutting down on the
number of grocery runs a consumer makes. Home cooks can improve their shopping experience
through the Kitchen Dry Ingredient Tracker.

1B. Solution

The system is designed to track and communicate with users about their spice necessities. The
user can tailor each individual spice to different lower weight threshold measurements. The
system uses RFIDs to allow users to place spice containers in any slot while recognizing the
spice and its lower weight threshold measurement. The system maintains a dynamic digital
grocery list by adding/removing spices based on their individual weights. To allow for a visual
representation that a spice has run below the user specified weight limit, the LED light at the
container’s spot turns red.   If a user is outside and close to a grocery store (0.1 miles away), a
mobile app notification will be sent to the user's phone to notify them about ingredients on the
grocery list and encourage them to stop at the grocery store. An example notification is "You are
0.1 miles away from Target. Time to grab salt and pepper"



1C. Visual Aid

Figure 1: Visual Aid

Our system is capable of tracking numerous spices but for the constraints of the semester, it is
designed to track three spices. The product tracks three ingredients, since adding more spice slots
is redundant in mechanism. There are also additional constraints for manufacturing this product
with more than 3 slots in a timely manner via the mechanical shop. The spices tracked for the
demonstration are salt, garlic powder and chili powder.

1D. High-level requirements

1. The MCU will pull weight data captured from the load cells every 15 minutes for the 3
spices tracked. The maximum weight for the spices is 500 grams.

2. The app will have an “Ingredient Dashboard” and “Grocery List” interface. The
Ingredient Dashboard allows users to specify lower weight thresholds for each spice
within the range of 0 - 500 grams and recorded in whole grams. The Grocery List
interface maintains a list that adds/removes spices based on whether their recorded
weight is below its lower weight threshold.



3. Users can place spice containers in any of the 3 spots. The container’s RFID will keep
track of the container's position, allowing for the right comparison between the spice’s
weight and its lower threshold weight.

2 Design
2A. Block Diagram

Figure 2: Block Diagram

The system is made up of a power subsystem, control subsystem, sensing subsystem, hardware
interface subsystem, and user interface subsystem. The power subsystem powers the device. A
wall power adapter converts 120V AC to 5V DC for the RFIDs and load cells. A voltage
regulator will be used to step down the 5V to the 3.3V needed by MCU. The system uses
resistors to step down the voltage from 3.3V to 2.3V for the LEDs. The sensing subsystem
includes the RFIDs and load cells. The container’s RFID will keep track of the container's
position, thus allowing for the right comparison between the spice’s weight and its lower
threshold weight. The load cells in conjunction with the HX711 chip measures the weights of the
spices. The control subsystem is made up of the ESP32 MCU. The Wifi protocol of the ESP32
MCU will be used to communicate with the Firebase database to store data. This data is
transferred and shown within the app. The user interface subsystem allows the user to interact
with the system. The app allows the user to input the spices names and their lower thresholds,
see ingredient weights, maintain a grocery list, and receive notifications when they are near a



grocery store. The hardware interface subsystem consists of LEDs. These LEDs turn red when
the spice weight runs below its lower weight threshold.

2B. Physical Design

Figure 3: Overall structure (from above)



Figure 4: Individual Ingredient Spot (sideview)

Figure 3 and 4 depicts the physical drawing of the system. The slots for each container to be
placed in the system is 9 x 7 centimeters. This accounts for the container’s dimensions and space
for the RFID readers. The RFID readers have a reading range of 3 to 5 cm [11]. The RFID
stickers work about 4 inches (10.16 cm) from the reader [2]. Each spot is spaced out by 11 cm in
order to stay within the reading range of its reader while avoiding the range of other RFID
readers. The overall base that the spice container slots will be built into is 13 cm x 47 cm x 8 cm
to account for the dimensions just described. The control board will be placed in the left front
corner so that it’s close enough to the sensors that need to be wired.

2C. Subsystem Overview & Requirements

2C.I User Subsystem
The subsystem contains the mobile application which allows the user to interact with the device.
On a mobile app, the users will be able to track weights of each kitchen ingredient, view their
digital grocery list, and get notifications to grocery stores 0.1 miles away. The "Add New
Ingredient" screen, as shown in Figure 6, allows the user to provide the name of spices and the
lower weight thresholds for each ingredient. The subsystem will communicate with the
microcontroller to gather information about ingredient weights from load cells and compare them
to the user's specified lower weight thresholds. The dynamic "Grocery List" synchronizes with



the "Ingredient Dashboard" and only displays ingredients that are below the lower weight
threshold. The subsystem gathers information from the RFIDs to determine what ingredient is in
a particular slot. This information is used to compare against the weight sent by the load cell to
the spice’s lower weight limit.

  If a user is outside and close to a grocery store (0.1 miles away), a mobile app notification will
be sent to the user's phone to notify them about ingredients on the grocery list and encourage
them to stop at the grocery store. An example notification is "You are 0.1 miles away from
Target. Time to grab salt and pepper"

Google's Firebase Realtime Database is used to sync the mobile application and MCU. It is a
cloud hosted database that allows for devices to receive data on wifi and mobile data [7]. The
ESP32 MCU will connect to a user’s home wifi network with its built-in wifi protocol. It will
then use HTTPS requests to communicate with the Firebase database and update information.
The database will communicate with the mobile application using the Firebase JavaScript API.

Every 15 minutes the MCU will pull weight data from the load cells and send the data to
Firebase. The 15 minute data frequency rate is sufficient assuming it takes at least 15 minutes to
get ready and arrive at the grocery store of the user’s choice. The average user takes 40 minutes
to shop at a grocery store [5], therefore, the user will have an updated grocery list by the time
they arrive/begin shopping at the grocery store.

Figure 6: Mock Mobile Application Screen Wireframes

When a user opens the app, the first screen they will see is the "Ingredient Dashboard" (screen 1
in Figure 6). They will then have the ability to add/delete ingredients from the "Ingredient



Dashboard" and view the "Grocery List." If they choose to view the "Grocery List," they will be
shown the current ingredients that are below their lower weight thresholds (screen 2 in Figure 6).
The user can add an ingredient in the "Ingredient Dashboard" using the "+Add" button. The
button directs the user to the "Add New Ingredient" screen. The screen will prompt the user to
enter a spice name and lower weight threshold. The lower weight value entered must be between
0 - 500 grams and in whole grams.

Requirements Verification

App has two main interfaces: an "Ingredient
Dashboard" and a dynamic grocery list.

The application opens with the "Ingredient
Dashboard". The grocery list can be navigated
from the "Ingredient Dashboard" with a
button and vice versa.

The "Ingredient Dashboard" can track up to 3
ingredients.

The "Ingredient Dashboard" on the mobile
application displays three spices with
individual progress bars indicating lower
weight threshold and current weight progress.
The "+ADD" button will become
unresponsive after 3 spices have been added
to the dashboard.

The app will have an "Ingredient Dashboard"
interface that allows users to specify
individualized lower weight thresholds for
each spice. These weight thresholds are
within the range of 0 - 500 grams and
recorded in whole grams.

Add a spice to the "Ingredient Dashboard"
using the "+ADD" button. The app will show
the "Add New Ingredient" screen to enter the
spice name and lower weight threshold. The
lower weight threshold section of the screen
will turn red until a valid whole value number
is entered in the range from 0 to 500 grams.
Once valid input is entered and the user clicks
"Finish," a progress bar on the original
"Ingredient Dashboard" will appear.

Each ingredient on the dashboard visualizes
the recorded weight of the spice through a
progress bar. The progress bar ranges from 0 -
500 grams with a marker indicating the user
specified lower weight threshold.

When the recorded spice weight falls below
the lower weight threshold, the filled portion
of the progress bar turns red. Otherwise it
remains green.

A progress bar only shows up if there are
spices added to the "Ingredient Dashboard".
The spice’s weight will be shown as a
progress bar with a marker indicating its
inputted lower weight threshold.

Place a spice container that is above the lower
weight threshold in a spot on the device.
Withdraw the spice from the container until it
is below its threshold. The filled portion of
the progress bar should turn red after 15
minutes.



Ingredient dashboard receives updates on
spices weight every 15 minutes. The
"Ingredient Dashboard" data is stored in an
online database.

Have a container already in a spot on the
device and make sure it has already been
added to the "Ingredient Dashboard". Remove
or add spice into the container. After 15
minutes the progress bar in the "Ingredient
Dashboard" should reflect the change in
weight.

Dynamic grocery list synchronizes with
"Ingredient Dashboard" and only ingredients
that are below the lower weight threshold are
displayed.

Have a container already in a spot on the
device and make sure it has already been
added to the "Ingredient Dashboard". Remove
spice from the container. After 15 minutes the
spice should show up in the "Grocery List"
screen.

Have a container already in a spot on the
device and make sure it has already been
added to the "Ingredient Dashboard". This
spice needs to already be below its lower
weight threshold and the "Grocery List"
screen should include that spice. Add the
spice to the container so that its weight goes
above its threshold. After 15 minutes the spice
should disappear from the "Grocery List"
screen.

2C.II Sensing Subsystem
The sensing subsystem is made up of the RFIDs and load cells. The sensing subsystem is
connected to the control and power subsystems via wires. The system uses RFIDs operating at
13.56MHz [13] to allow users to place spice containers in any slot while recognizing the spice
and its lower weight threshold. The spices will be held in plastic airtight containers that weigh
481.94 grams and can hold up to 498.952 grams of spice. The load cells are used to measure the
weight of the spices and send the information to the MCU. HX711 chips will be used in
conjunction with the load cells to turn the voltage measured across the load cell into 24 bit 2’s
complement values.

Requirements Verification

Load cells distinguish weights with a resolve
of 0.5g (refer to tolerance analysis)

If 0.5g of the spice is taken out of the
container, the spice’s progress bar fill in the
"Ingredient Dashboard" is reduced by 0.1%
((0.5/100) *100).



Weigh a container and record its weight. Then
weigh the container with its spice and record
that weight. Subtract the container weight
from the overall weight to get the weight of
the spice. Place that same container and spice
in a spot on the device, and make sure it has
already been added to the "Ingredient
Dashboard". After 15 minutes the calculated
spice should be reflected in the progress bar in
the "Ingredient Dashboard". Next, weigh out
0.5 grams of the spice and add it to the
container. After 15 minutes the calculated
spice plus the 0.5 grams weight should be
reflected in the progress bar in the "Ingredient
Dashboard".

Load cells measure the maximum weight of
the spices to 500 grams each.

The load cell must be able to read 1kg. If the
weight goes above the maximum threshold,
the load cell will send invalid data. The
mobile application will give a notification
saying that the amount of the spice is over
capacity.

Weigh a container and record its weight. Then
weigh the container with its spice and record
that weight. Subtract the container weight
from the overall weight to get the weight of
the spice. The weight of the spice needs to be
500 grams. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until 500
grams is reached. Place that same container
and spice in a spot on the device, and make
sure it has already been added to the
"Ingredient Dashboard". After 15 minutes the
500 grams should be reflected with a
completely filled and green progress bar in
the "Ingredient Dashboard" for the spice.

Only the 3 valid RFID tags will be read and
recognized by the device.

To ensure only valid tags are read, a fourth tag
will be used as an edge case. Weigh the
container with its spice and record that
weight. Place that same container and spice in
a spot on the device, and make sure it has
already been added to the "Ingredient
Dashboard". After 15 minutes the weight of
that spice should be reflected in the progress



bar in the "Ingredient Dashboard". Remove
that container and replace it with one of the
same weight, but with an invalid tag. After 15
minutes, the system should recognize the
invalid tag and the application sends a
notification saying that the invalid device is
placed onto the system

The 3 containers with RFIDs can be moved
between the 3 spots. The spot’s readers allow
for the right comparison between the spice’s
weight and its specific lower threshold
weight.

Weigh the container with its spice and record
that weight. Place that same container and
spice in a spot on the device, and make sure it
has already been added to the "Ingredient
Dashboard". After 15 minutes the weight of
that spice should be reflected in the progress
bar in the "Ingredient Dashboard". Remove
that container and remove a teaspoon of that
spice. Place that container with its new weight
on a different spot. After 15 minutes the new
weight of that spice should be reflected in the
progress bar in the "Ingredient Dashboard".
Repeat that process for the last spot and for
the rest of the containers and their RFID.

Figure 7: Sensing Subsystem Schematic – HX711 for Load Cells



Figure 8: Sensing Subsystem Schematic – RFID Connections

2C.III Control Subsystem
The control system is made up of the ESP32 MCU. The control subsystem is connected to the
power and sensing subsystems using wires. The subsystem connects the user interface subsystem
to the sensing subsystem and the hardware interface subsystem. The MCU will use its built-in
Wifi protocol to send data from the load cells and RFIDs to the app. It also sends data received
from the app to the LEDs. The MCU pulls weight data captured by the load cells every 15
minutes.

Requirements Verification

The output weight from the HX711 chip gets
translated through the logic level chip shifter
from 5V to 3.3V. This 24 bit 2’s complement
output value [3] will be converted to decimal
values.

Weigh a container and record its weight. Then
weigh the container with its spice and record
that weight. Subtract the container weight
from the overall weight to get the weight of
the spice. Place that same container and spice
in a spot on the device, and make sure it has
already been added to the "Ingredient
Dashboard". After 15 minutes the same
calculated spice weight should be reflected in
the progress bar in the "Ingredient
Dashboard".

Take an oscilloscope and place one probe on
Vin of the logic level chip shifter and the
second probe to ground. The oscilloscope
should measure 5V. Move the probe from Vin
to Vout of the logic level chip shifter and the
oscilloscope should show 3.3V.



The data pulled from the HX711 chip to the
MCU is transferred to the Firebase database
every 15 minutes.

Have a container already in a spot on the
device and make sure it has already been
added to the "Ingredient Dashboard". Remove
or add spice into the container. After 15
minutes the progress bar in the "Ingredient
Dashboard" should reflect the change in
weight.

Figure 9: Control Subsystem Schematic

2C.IV Power Subsystem
A wall power adapter that converts 120V AC to 5V DC will be used for the load cells, HX711
chip and RFIDs. A voltage regulator will be used to step down the 5V to the 3.3V needed by the
MCU. A voltage divider will be used to step down the 5V to the 2.3V needed by the LEDs. A
logic level chip shifter will be used between the HX711 chip and the ESP32 to translate the 5V
signals to 3.3V signals needed by the ESP32.



Requirements Verification

The LM317 configured as a 5V regulator
must be able to provide 3.3V from 5V at
620mA continuous current, with a voltage
tolerance no greater than ±0.3V. The voltage
tolerance is ±0.3V for the ESP32 as indicated
on the datasheet [6].

When on the PCB, the voltage output
waveform of the 5V regulator will be
monitored with all peripherals ON using an
oscilloscope. The nominal voltage must be 5V
with a maximum ripple of 0.3V. The ripple
must also be less than 0.3V as the relay is
turned ON and OFF.

Figure 9: Power Subsystem Schematic

2C.V Hardware Interface Subsystem
The subsystem consists of an LED which requires 2.3V±0.3V at each spot [10]. Using a two
resistor voltage divider, the 5V will be scaled down to 2.3V. The LEDs will provide a visual
representation to see which spices have run low. The microcontroller will communicate with the
LEDs via wires to display red when a spice is below the user specified lower threshold. The
LEDs will be enclosed within a see-through covering to prevent spices and dirt from getting on
it.

Requirements Verification

The LEDs turn on and remain red
until the load cell reads that the spice
weight is above its lower weight
threshold

Place a spice container that is above the lower weight
threshold in a spot on the device. Withdraw the spice
from the container until it is below its threshold. If the
container is still in the spot, the red LED for that spot
should turn on after 15 minutes. Repeat this for each
spot.



The LEDs will remain off when the
record weight is between 0 - 482
grams to account for the absence of a
spice container as the weight of the
spice containers is 481.92 grams.

Place a spice container that is below the lower
threshold so that the red LED turns on for that spot.
Removing the spice container should turn off the LED
after 15 minutes. Repeat this for each spot.

Figure 10: Hardware Interface Subsystem Schematic

2D. Tolerance Analysis

Load Cell Tolerance Analysis:
The system needs to measure spices and compare it against the user specified lower weight
threshold. The digital grocery list interface adds/removes spices based on whether their recorded
weight is below its lower weight threshold.

The weight recorded by the load cell includes the spice container and the spice itself. The
container used weighs 481.92 grams. The contents of the container range from 100g to 500g. For
this system, a low spice level for a full 500g spice is around 200g. However, some users may
want to wait until the spice reaches a lower weight, like 50g, to replenish, while others will
replenish early at a higher weight, like 300g.

Therefore, we need a weight sensor that can measure up to 1 kg (~481.92 + 500).



However, a challenge comes with determining the tolerance of the increments of weight the
threshold can be set at. Let's assume that the user is tracking cinnamon, which usually comes in
500g containers. The user may not care if the threshold is 200g or 202g. In this instance the user
may be satisfied with 10g increments, for example 200g, 210g, 220g, etc. However, if saffron is
the tracked spice, then the user may want increments of 1g.

Therefore, the system requires a load cell that can resolve 1g of ingredients, in the worst case.
The system will be using a load cell which is rated for 1 kg with a resolve of 0.5g.

Each load cell has a sensor with 4 outgoing wires. These wires are connected to VDD, GND,
INA+, INA- of the HX711 chip. The HX711 is a 24-Bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) for
weight scales. The HX711 allows for two load cells (Channel A and Channel B). The HX711’s
"input multiplexer selects either Channel A or B differential input to the low-noise
programmable gain amplifier (PGA). Channel A can be programmed with a gain of 128 or 64,
corresponding to a full-scale differential input voltage of ±20mV or ±40mV respectively, when a
5V supply is connected to a VDD analog power supply pin. Channel B has a fixed gain of 32"
[3].

This is a single point load cell and has 2 circular holes drilled in the middle. This design allows
for flexibility and ensures accurate readings even if the weight is unevenly distributed. This
design feature is essential "as it removes the effects of human error in placement" [15] of weights
onto the load cell. The load cells have four mounting holes in total, two on each side for
installation [10]. The HX711 requires 5V for the VDD. Therefore, the load cells will use 5V to
maintain a consistent VDD across interacting components.

The output weight from the HX711 is represented as a 24 bit 2s complement value. The output
will be sent to the MCU. Since each HX711 operates at 5V and the MCU operates at 3.3V, the
design requires a logic level chip shifter to drop the voltage accordingly. The output signal
received by the MCU is 0 - 3.3V, where 0V represents the 0 and 3.3V represents 1. The output is
shifted out from pin DOUT. When 25~27 positive clock pulses are applied to the Serial clock
input (PD_SCK) pin, data is shifted out from the DOUT output pin starting with the MSB bit
first. Each PD_SCK pulse shifts out one output bit until all 24 bits are shifted out [3].

The load cell needs to be able to read up to 1kg with a resolve of 0.5g. One level will represent
0.5 grams. Since we have 1000g, the design requires 2000 levels (1000/0.5 = 2000). In order to
accurately represent the weight, the chip needs to have at least 11 bits of digital logic (log2 2000
=11). Therefore, the HX711 is the right choice as it is a 24-Bit Analog-to-Digital Converter and
meets the system’s needs.



Linear regulators Tolerance Analysis:

Part Worst Case Current Draw @ 3.3V Comment

ESP32-S3 500mA Page 56 of the datasheet

LED 120mA

Total 620 mA

Table 1: Current Analysis

Variable Value Comments

max( )𝑇
𝑗 

125 C Maximum operating junction temperature of LM317TO-200 package [12]

𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 

620 mA Maximum current draw of components on 3.3V power

vin 5 V Output of wall power output adapter

vout 3.3 V Operating voltage of components

θ
𝑗𝑐

5 C/W Junction-to-case thermal resistance of LM317TO-200 package found in
datasheet [12]

θ
𝑐𝑎

32.9 C/W The regulator datasheet conveniently specifies = 37.9 C/W. [12]θ
𝑗𝑎

𝑇
𝑎
 30 C Let’s assume for a warm board

Table 2: Variable Values for Formula Estimating Junction Temperature

The formula below is used to estimate the junction temperature:

𝑃
𝐷

= 𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑡 ×  (𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡)

𝑇
𝑗𝑎 

= 𝑃
𝐷 

× θ
𝑗𝑎

⇒ 𝑇
𝑗

− 𝑇
𝑎

= 𝑃
𝐷

(θ
𝑗𝑐

+ θ
𝑐𝑎

)

⇒ 𝑇
𝑗

= 𝑃
𝐷

(θ
𝑗𝑐

+ θ
𝑐𝑎

) + 𝑇
𝑎

⇒ 𝑇
𝑗 

=  𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 

(𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡)(θ
𝑗𝑐

+ θ
𝑐𝑎

)+ 𝑇
𝑎
 

Formula in regards with system values:

𝑇
𝑗 

=  𝑖
𝑜𝑢𝑡 

(𝑣𝑖𝑛 − 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡)(θ
𝑗𝑐

+ θ
𝑐𝑎

)+ 𝑇
𝑎
 =  620𝑚𝐴(5 − 3. 3)(5 + 32. 9) + 30 = 69. 95 𝐶



𝑇
𝑗

≈ 69. 95𝐶 < 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑇
𝑗
) 

This process of estimating is not meant to be very exact. Since the estimated temperature is 30𝑇
𝑗 

degrees below the maximum, the LM317TO-200 package is an appropriate linear regulator to
use.

3 Cost Analysis and Schedule

3A Cost Analysis
The average salary for an electric engineer graduate in Illinois is $49/hr [17] and the average
salary for a computer engineer graduate in Illinois is $56/hr [16]. Taking the average of these
salaries, the salary for each member’s labor cost is $52.5/hr. With 8 weeks left in the semester,
each team member will work for approximately 20 hours per week for a total of 160 hours per
person. The total labor cost for one member would be 52.5 * 2.5 * 160 = $21,000. Therefore, the
total labor cost for the team is $21,000 * 3 = $63,000. Table 3 below shows an itemized list of
all costs for this project.

The parts obtained by the Electronic Supply Store (ESS) are free and have been marked as $0 in
Table 3. The total cost for parts ordered is $92.21. Thus, the total cost for this project is $63,000
+ $92.21 = $63,092.21.

# Item Count Unit Price Total Cost Source

1 Load Cells 4 - 19.99 Amazon

2 RFID Stickers 3 2.95 8.85 Digikey

3 RFID readers 4 5.14 20.56 Digikey

4 Spice Container 3 - 21.99 Amazon

5 HX711 5 - 10.66 Walmart

6 Logic Level Shifter 4 0.63 2.53 Digikey

7 Power Barrel Connector 1 - 0.62 Digikey

8 Resistors 100 ohm 14 0.02 0.32 Digikey

9 Resistors 220 Ohm 6 0.10 0.60 Digikey

10 Resistors 390 Ohm 6 0.10 0.60 Digikey

11 Power Supply Adapter 1 - 5.49 Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/ShangHJ-Digital-Weighing-Portable-Electronic/dp/B09VYVRQD5/ref=sr_1_6?crid=VWV5FUFJQ9VG&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.qB67qh6M-hXlhU4s_mJacQcDmcfwUZSScy4uMfMNcrIZMw1nXUfl423jDf5cWZoFjr7bL-20-Y049WOabqRN1P3k9t_8i3H7SSCc4ZgzdBg7nmUB4XcO32cH45yESoqu8tAtRS1TYVE_DFwsVa37I4xAmn-Y5esu09wBkTF3x_uxjRX-8J7BtZDl0RIIPSFkM45m3Gdme5De1PmyC8bIqemueNmHheZh7MlEnk0VCBc.WUAWx0PunTFa5ZQ7rGpBmm0OXXINcy1kp3ZxVXd_BrM&dib_tag=se&keywords=Digital%2BLoad%2BCell%2BWeight%2BSensor%2B-%2B4%2BSets%2B1KG%2BLoad%2BCell%2BHX711%2BAD%2BWeighit%2BAmplifier%2BModule%2BPressure%2BSensor%2BAr%2Bduino%2BLoad%2BCell%2BAmplifier%2BHX711%2BAD%2BConverter%2BBreakout%2BModule%2Bfor%2BAr%2Bduino%2BScale&qid=1708386860&sprefix=digital%2Bload%2Bcell%2Bweight%2Bsensor%2B-%2B4%2Bsets%2B1kg%2Bload%2Bcell%2Bhx711%2Bad%2Bweighit%2Bamplifier%2Bmodule%2Bpressure%2Bsensor%2Bar%2Bduino%2Bload%2Bcell%2Bamplifier%2Bhx711%2Bad%2Bconverter%2Bbreakout%2Bmodule%2Bfor%2Bar%2Bduino%2Bscale%2Caps%2C160&sr=8-6&th=1
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/adafruit-industries-llc/4032/9838299?utm_adgroup=&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Product_Medium%20ROAS%20Categories&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_id=go_cmp-20223376311_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-9838299_sig-CjwKCAiAuNGuBhAkEiwAGId4apxojWKmW5-vVLHssqAqtQrkEGNcheOIarOpSQOLe3DaRIDVbUn_WRoCA0AQAvD_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=CjwKCAiAuNGuBhAkEiwAGId4apxojWKmW5-vVLHssqAqtQrkEGNcheOIarOpSQOLe3DaRIDVbUn_WRoCA0AQAvD_BwE
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/sunfounder/CN0090/18668629?utm_adgroup=&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Product_Medium%20ROAS%20Categories&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_id=go_cmp-20223376311_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-18668629_sig-EAIaIQobChMIpNL4t7LbhAMVo_zjBx2j9giCEAQYASABEgJIyPD_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIpNL4t7LbhAMVo_zjBx2j9giCEAQYASABEgJIyPD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0923KLV5Z/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.walmart.com/ip/5pcs-HX711-SOP-16-Weighing-Sensor-IC/1538374768?wmlspartner=wlpa&selectedSellerId=101249795&adid=222222222271538374768_101249795_143715004284_18503878229&wl0=&wl1=g&wl2=c&wl3=625931658644&wl4=pla-1809578893811&wl5=9022196&wl6=&wl7=&wl8=&wl9=pla&wl10=678424571&wl11=online&wl12=1538374768_101249795&veh=sem&gad_source=1
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/texas-instruments/TXB0102DCUR/1739891
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/cui-devices/PJ-002AH/408446?utm_adgroup=&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Supplier_Focus%20Supplier&utm_term=&utm_content=&utm_id=go_cmp-20243063242_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-408446_sig-EAIaIQobChMIirKdpv3ThAMVQWFHAR2IDw4fEAQYAiABEgK4n_D_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIirKdpv3ThAMVQWFHAR2IDw4fEAQYAiABEgK4n_D_BwE
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-07100RL/730490?utm_adgroup=Yageo&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Supplier_Yageo&utm_term=&utm_content=Yageo&utm_id=go_cmp-17816160916_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-730490_sig-EAIaIQobChMI-qbk4LTbhAMVV2pHAR0PxgHAEAQYASABEgKL1PD_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-qbk4LTbhAMVV2pHAR0PxgHAEAQYASABEgKL1PD_BwE
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-07220RL/730688?utm_adgroup=Yageo&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Supplier_Yageo&utm_term=&utm_content=Yageo&utm_id=go_cmp-17816160916_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-730688_sig-EAIaIQobChMIwe-ww7LchAMVsEpHAR3xnAK_EAQYASABEgK1EfD_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIwe-ww7LchAMVsEpHAR3xnAK_EAQYASABEgK1EfD_BwE
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/yageo/RC0805FR-07390RL/730849?utm_adgroup=Yageo&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=PMax%20Shopping_Supplier_Yageo&utm_term=&utm_content=Yageo&utm_id=go_cmp-17816160916_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-730849_sig-EAIaIQobChMI58bajbXbhAMVampHAR2hEQ9_EAQYASABEgKopvD_BwE&gad_source=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMI58bajbXbhAMVampHAR2hEQ9_EAQYASABEgKopvD_BwE
https://www.amazon.com/Supply-Adapter-1-35mm-Connector-Listed/dp/B0BX3WRNCV/ref=asc_df_B0BX3WRNCV/?hvadid=663248752504&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl&hvlocint&hvlocphy=9022185&hvnetw=g&hvpone&hvpos&hvptwo&hvqmt&hvrand=17837083569454235350&hvtargid=pla-2187633442681&linkCode=df0&mcid=86286f0557563789a3960b0f19bfc220&psc=1&tag=hyprod-20


ECE Electronic Supply Shop

# Item Count Unit Price Total Cost Source

1 Resistors 330 Ohm 8 - - ESS

2 Resistor 1k Ohm 7 - - ESS

3 Resistor 10k Ohm 9 - - ESS

4 Resistor 100k Ohm 7 - - ESS

5 Capacitors 0.1 uF 12 - - ESS

6 Capacitors 1 uF 7 - - ESS

7 Capacitors 10 uF 12 - - ESS

8 LM320T220 1 - - ESS

9 ESP32-S3 MCU 1 - - ESS

10 SS8050-G 2 - - ESS

Table 3: Cost Analysis
3B. Schedule

Week Task Person

2/12 - 2/18

Finish design document All

Finalize parts All

Meet with Gregg to start building All

Start board design (development board) All

Start designing PCB Anju

Wireframing app Sanjana Nynika

2/19 - 2/25 Continue designing PCB Anju

Start initial app design Sanjana Nynika

Order parts All

Prepare for design review All



2/26 - 3/3

Continue app development Sanjana Nynika

Finish first round of PCB design Anju

Design review w/ professors and TA All

3/4 - 3/10
1st order PCB All

Continue app development Sanjana Nynika

3/11 - 3/17 Spring Break

3/18 - 3/24

Functional app DONE Sanjana Nynika

Start soldering All

Connect app to ESP32 via Wifi All

Start load cell + RFID functionality All

2nd order PCB All

3/25 - 3/31

3rd order PCB All

Complete LED functionality All

Complete load cell functionality All

4/8 - 4/14

Run thorough test to ensure app, LED,
RFID, and load sensors all work properly

All

Run through practice demos for next All

4/15 - 4/21
Mock demo All

Begin final paper All

4/22 - 4/28 Final demo All

4/29 - End

Final presentation All

Final paper (due 5/1) All

Lab notebook (due 5/2) All

Table 4: Schedule



4 Ethics and Safety
The project will comply with the IEEE and ACM Code of Ethics. The safety risks that this
device poses are that it has the possibility of being a fire hazard. The electrical parts of the device
including their connections will be enclosed within the enclosure. This means that other than the
power port, any loose spices will not be able to reach the electrical components and cause a short
circuit or electrocute anyone. The LEDs will be enclosed within a see through covering to
prevent spices and dirt from getting on it. Thermal sensors can be added near components that
have the possibility of overheating. Places that would benefit from a thermal sensor are the
ESP32, linear voltage regulator, and the HX711 chips. If the thermal sensor reads a value higher
than a preset temperature, the power for the entire system will shut off. Thus reduces the risk of a
fire hazard.

This product does not pose a risk for cross contamination. The spices are placed within plastic
airtight containers. Therefore if any containers fall down/move, the spices are safely contained
within the container. If any spices fall onto the device, a user can use a wipe to remove the mess.

There are also the possibilities for potential ethical and privacy concerns surrounding the app
accompanying the device. The app will require access to the user’s location, however the app
will not be using the user’s information for malicious purposes. This aligns with the ACM Code
of Ethics stating, "Computing professionals should only use personal information for legitimate
ends and without violating the rights of individuals and groups [...] taking precautions to prevent
re-identification of anonymized data or unauthorized data collection [...] and protecting it from
unauthorized access and accidental disclosure" [1]. As this app will only be available on Apple
devices, the user will have the option to choose their privacy setting in their Apple device
settings. The team will follow all safety guidelines, standards, and regulations while completing
our project. The team aims to create a device and app that makes kitchen dry ingredient
organization easier, while prioritizing safety and the IEEE and ACM Code of Ethics.
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